
Six months after I met Adam we moved into a room that should’ve been a lounge. White peeling 
paint and high ceilings, sash windows that never fully closed, the cold air leaking in but also 
providing excellent natural light. Cheap furniture that creaked when you moved it and looked like 
it might fall apart. We’d sit on the bed, or the floor, with a board of wood between us as a 
makeshift table. 
 
We lived with two other people, sharing a bathroom that was once white but now had a dull grey 
sheen from all the mould and an extractor fan that broke one month into living there. As 
university ended my flatmates went back to their family homes in small villages or tried to find 
opportunities in cities close to where they grew up. I didn’t want to go back to the suburbs, he 
thought it was time to be independent. We liked being around each other. 
 
We moved in with Nonki, short for Nonkululeko, and Nik, short for Nikolai, who we found through 
a Facebook advert shared by a mutual friend. She was a photographer, supplementing creative 
projects with weddings to pay the bills. He was a primary school teacher, year 3 was his 
favourite. I suspected they might love each other, or at least harbour some sort of feeling 
beyond flatmates, but nobody seemed to have said anything yet so I figured I should leave them 
to it. My post-grad internship was ongoing, as was the customer service job I squeezed into the 
extra hours to actually pay the bills. 
 
Adam was training as a pastry chef, making minimum wage but loving the work all the same. He 
woke up early, usually before the sunrise, and spent his time kneading dough and lovingly 
rolling small triangles of pastry into delicate croissants. Some days he made jam or caramel 
from scratch, never taking his eyes off the pan. On others he iced cakes for so long that his 
fingers would feel stiff by the end of his shift. We both had long, lean muscles and aching heels 
from being on our feet so much. He hunched forward at work but evened this out by leaning 
slightly back the rest of the time. He often came home with burned hands. 
 
None of us earned or slept very much. 
 
The room had stopped being a lounge to keep the rent low. It had the benefit of being larger 
than a usual bedroom because it wasn’t designed to be one, but it also had two doors to both 
access the corridor and walk straight into the kitchen. It was nestled inside a Victorian terrace, 
once one large family building, now split into three flats. Close enough to public transport links 
to be expensive, far enough away to be labelled affordable by estate agents. We were on the 
top floor, sometimes I could hear the faint thud of bass from the music our neighbours played 
late at night. It would rumble up through the floorboards and the mattress, and I’d lie on my back 
to stop the vibrations travelling directly to my ears, with no certainty that this made a difference 
or if that was even how sound waves operated. 
 
The heating never seemed to work and I got used to walking around with a blanket draped 
around my shoulders. Sometimes Nonki or Nik would join us, and we’d share cheap cans of 
beer as we huddled together and talked about our days. Laughed about entitled customers and 



bad coworkers, complained about how expensive everything seemed to be getting, gossiped 
about the neighbour on the ground floor who apparently had a child who we’d never seen but 
sometimes thought we heard. 
 
The first summer we lived there Adam went to war, I lovingly called it his little breakdown. As the 
days grew longer and the sunrises earlier, he developed a specific hatred for a bird that had 
made its nest in a tree directly outside our large, ruptured window. In the mornings when he 
didn’t need to wake up early he still did. He would wriggle around at 5 am, put the pillow over his 
face and sigh dramatically as the bird sang loud and unrelenting directly opposite us. It wasn’t 
the quaint picture of birdsong we’d seen in childhood films. SHUT UP he would shout into the 
pillowcase, taking his time to draw out the second word, caught between exasperation and 
sadness. On days when he was particularly annoyed he would roll over, push the window up a 
little and shout into the street. It didn’t work. 
 
If he was lucky we’d be so tired from the night before that he’d manage to sleep through it, but it 
was a hit and miss strategy. On the days it didn’t succeed I would pull my eye mask up slightly 
(a necessity or a fair sacrifice for a room with good lighting, depending on your perspective) and 
open my eyes halfway. Reach my hand out across the bed and touch his arm lightly. It’s ok, I’d 
say, I’m here. I’m still here. It didn’t change the material reality of the situation, but he would 
grab my hand regardless. Pull it up to his chest, where I could feel his heartbeat against my 
skin, his palm on top of mine, as we lay in the early morning light. I’d slowly shuffle closer, 
bringing my body to meet this small moment, wrap myself around him and tell him it was alright. 
Sometimes we’d fall back asleep, other times we’d talk in muffled words and unfinished 
sentences, a kind of half-delirious state between sleeping and awake. 
 
One day in Autumn we came home and the tree was gone, hacked down to a small stump. The 
sun had been slowly arriving later in the morning, and Adam’s feud had reduced from simmering 
hatred to tolerance, to a unique companionship. He’d started sitting for a few minutes in the 
morning, drinking coffee and deliberately watching out of the window to see what his feathered 
counterpart would do. No one had told us they were cutting down trees on the street, and we 
couldn’t understand the logic seeing as we were fairly residential and off the main road. I rifled 
through the junk mail we never bothered picking up at the hallway entrance, but there was 
nothing from the council to explain what had happened or who had taken the tree or where it 
would go next. 
 
The view from the window had no green now, just dull grey and brown stone and black tarmac. 
The bird never came back, found a home elsewhere we hoped. 
 
I miss her now she’s gone, he announced a few days later. 
 
Her? Who do you miss? 
 



The bird. She was very annoying but then at the end… well it was kind of like a friend wasn’t it? 
She was always there and now it’s just like... It feels a lot more industrial. The people are the 
only living things on the street now, and that’s a weird thing to think about. 
 
When did you decide to gender the bird though, Adam? 
 
That’s not the point. I mean you are right, I did sort of just decide the bird was a she, but the 
larger thing I am talking about here is that we basically live on a dead street. There was a living 
thing outside and now it’s just a graveyard. It’s weird. 
 
There wasn’t anything I could say to this. Once the tree was taken away it was a twenty-minute 
walk to find anything that even resembled a park. If we wanted to feel like we were in a living, 
breathing environment we had to take the train out of the city completely. I tried not to think 
about this too much because it seemed very existential and I wasn’t sure I had any power to do 
anything about it. 
 
We continued living there, the rent continued to be both expensive and cheap depending on 
who you talked to. Nik told us stories about kids repeating swear words. Nonki worked a lot of 
Saturdays and spent weekdays sitting cross-legged on her bed editing late into the night, door 
open and playing jazz that floated gently down the corridor. Sometimes if we wanted to talk I 
wouldn’t even make my way to her room. If I leaned from the end of the bed on all fours I could 
stick my head into the corridor, and we’d have half shouting, half laughing conversations about 
celebrity gossip or modern art, depending on the kind of people we felt like being that day. 
 
On special days, Adam would come home with surprises. Leftovers in the form of almond 
croissants, tarte au citron, chocolate choux buns, macarons, raspberry millefeuille, delicate 
opera cakes and countless other sweet things I’d never heard of but loved nonetheless. I’d 
arrange everything neatly on plates and cut them into equal quarters, so everyone could try 
everything, and we’d have a feast of dessert in the place of dinner. We joked that Adam should 
apply for Bake Off but he was adamant that he was a professional, actually, so that compliment 
was pretty backhanded. Nik told him these were the most fitting types of compliments for 
dickheads, actually, before losing composure. We laughed as we licked our sticky fingers, Adam 
pretended to be annoyed, smiling sarcastically and tilting his head. I could tell he wasn’t from 
the corners of his mouth, they curved upwards in a particular way when he attempted to stay 
serious, the creases deeper as he tried to suppress and swallow laughter that was keen to 
escape. 
 
I wondered if anyone knew his face as well as I did. His dad, maybe, but he had less motivation 
to study it in detail, and he spent less time being in such close proximity face wise. I thought 
about how there wasn’t another situation outside of romance where your face was that close to 
someone else’s face repeatedly. Perhaps if you were an actor, but even then you were still 
pretending at romance most of the time. In a way, I felt like sleeping next to each other, was 
much more intimate than anything else. Though often not romantic, it was more common to 



have bodies close together in space than it was faces. I was never surprised to find myself close 
to another arm or leg, but rolling over in the night to feel someone else’s warm breath on my 
face reminded me that we existed in a shared microenvironment that no one else was part of. 
 
On very rare days he’d come home not with material surprises, but with experiential ones. 
Regular clients or friends of friends were having an art opening or a film screening, sometimes 
they had spare tickets to gigs and performance art in intimate venues that were often converted 
church buildings or underground theatres or abandoned industrial warehouses. 
 
We would sit on the floor for physical theatre in dark tunnels, sway to experimental ambient 
music in cold brick rooms, crowd into tiny fringe venues for popular spoken word poets, and 
listen as artists explained the themes of their video work while it projected onto the walls of their 
open studios. We didn’t understand a lot of it, but cultural consumption became both a regular 
habit and a reward for surviving in a city that often felt unfeeling and callous. We would spend 
as little as possible, nursing one beer or wine glass for a whole night, scouring Time Out for 
events with free entry. Neither of us cared for pretension, we decided what we liked and why 
quickly. I knew what words like hegemony and pedagogy meant but didn’t find them particularly 
useful for articulating how things made me feel. 
 
Our first protest together was a climate change march. Large cloth banners sewn to thin 
bamboo canes floated above our heads in bright blues and greens, with declarations like make 
ecocide illegal and climate justice = racial justice in big, bold letters. Someone made a giant 
octopus with cloth and wires and blue plastic bowls for eyes. It needed twelve people to move it 
along on wheels: four stood like the points of a compass to prop up its bulbous head, while 
others grabbed individual legs and fanned out to create one sprawling creature. As they walked 
they moved their arms up and down, emulating the rippling crawl of the real thing surprisingly 
well. Someone told me later that it had been named Jeanne-Luc and was gender ambiguous. 
This made it all the more ludicrous to watch the video circulating Twitter of a line of police in 
luminous vests solemnly marching it away from crowds, before surrounding it with traffic cones 
so no one could touch it for the rest of the event. 
 
Through the day we noted the professions we could see represented, like a game of human 
bingo. Graphic designers with slick professional signs, teenagers with memes glued to 
cardboard (the girl declaring the planet was hotter than Timothee Chalamet was a personal 
favourite), farmers, doctors, scientists and lawyers. Families with kids in tow. Various adult men 
in rainbow-striped helicopter hats with placards about wind turbines. 
 
Across the throngs, I saw a man in a head to toe red outfit. When we got closer I realised he 
was dressed as Santa Claus despite it being the middle of September, carrying a homemade 
sign that said Homeless now! R.I.P North Pole. By the side of the road, a woman stood with a 
crate of pears, grown in her garden, which she handed to protestors walking by. At the bank of 
the river, a group huddled to one side around a small folding table, covered by an orange 
banner with the words LOVE & GRACE printed across its front. An elderly man in green 



vestments fringed with gold pulled a bowl of communion wafers and a silver cup from a 
shoebox. Someone handed me a slip of paper with A Eucharist of Rebellion scrawled across 
the top and I found myself taking the sacrament while the low hum of Amazing Grace drifted 
through the air. 
 
When the police started kettling, the white people rushed to the front. Some young but many 
old, they lay down on the ground, forced their arms into reinforced pipes cemented in tubs of 
concrete and fixed carabiners on their wrists to bolts on the inside. They have to use a specialist 
cutting crew to get people out of those, Nik explained, It takes them ages to sort it out - see how 
those protestors have snacks in their pockets? They were already prepped for it. 
 
The three of us walked to the open-topped double-decker bus that had been set up for talks 
throughout the day. It had a large parasol for those with the microphone to stand under, and 
huge speakers at either side to propel sound over the growing numbers. Activists talked about 
decarbonisation, drawdown and degrowth economics, young people pleaded with politicians to 
listen, Indigenous representatives from Brazil spoke about the rainforest. I held my cardboard 
sign up and shouted at the appropriate times, trying to project confidence despite the 
nervousness of raising my voice in public. 
 
Hey, have you seen the land workers over there, with the yellow banner? Adam shouted in my 
ear over the noise. I’m just gonna go see what their deal is. I’ll be back in a bit. 
 
I stayed with Nik, listening as a journalist took the stage to talk about rewilding. She spoke 
passionately, explaining how letting nature care for itself would enable it to shape habitats, 
recover biodiversity, repair ecosystems and restore landscapes. I imagined beavers and wolves 
roaming through the countryside: redirecting rivers and building homes, forcing herds of deer to 
scatter to avoid predators. It was a nice thought. 
 
It produces a rich mosaic of habitats, I heard the journalist say. I liked that. 
 
Adam found us again amongst a sea of dancing. A group of drummers had appeared, dressed 
in bold colours and led by a small man who used a whistle and sweeping arm gestures to 
dictate what came next. They’d wrapped cardboard around the edges of their instruments with 
NO BUSINESS AS USUAL and CHANGE NOW painted in black. The metallic, hypnotic beat 
soared over the chants of the crowd, and people bounced up and down waving flags in time to 
the pulsing rhythm. Nik and I wiggled our hips, shifting back and forth in the small space we 
had, feeling at once very insignificant and also like we were part of something special. 
 
Babe! 
 
I looked around and saw Adam making slow progress to reach us, my secondhand yellow 
jumper, which was far less baggy on his frame, made him easy to spot. When our eyes met he 
waggled his head and shoulders, shimmying and waving invisible maracas as he approached, 



his body tilting slightly back once more. He grabbed my hand and Nik’s, forcing us into spins on 
either side of him like a strange kind of salsa while he whooped along to the drums. 
 
How were the, er, what did you call them? The land people? The groundworkers? Nik shouted 
as he turned. 
 
Adam clamped one hand on each of our shoulders, holding us still to face him. 
 
Guys. The land workers are so interesting. I just learned all this stuff about farms. Have you 
heard of agroecology? I shook my head, his words came out fast and loud in the excitement. 
 
So they have this giant save our soils sign right, which is why I went over, because I wanted to 
ask what the soils need saving from. Call me stupid, but I for one wasn’t aware that the soils 
were in danger. And so then this guy who owns a farm in Somerset starts telling me that we 
only have sixty years of topsoil left, and then we won’t be able to grow anything? And like, 
nobody is talking about this? 
 
Well that’s a huge yikes, Nik interjected. 
 
Yes, exactly, huge yikes. So obviously I’ve just received this very depressing information, but 
then it gets better. He starts telling me that you can rebuild soil - which is kind of a weird phrase 
but let’s just ignore that - and pull all this carbon out of the air and also make the ground 
somehow healthier. Honestly he was saying a lot so I’m not like, one thousand per cent sure on 
all the details, but he compared carbon to the water cycle. Now I’m saying it out loud I realise 
how obvious it sounds, but the same way water moves from clouds to rain to the ocean, that’s 
what carbon has been like from the ground to the air. 
 
Sorry so you can, what, just put all the carbon… in the ground? Just plop it in the soil? 
 
Yeah exactly, this is what I’m saying. I think the farm guy probably wouldn’t use the words plop 
it in the soil, but you’ve got nailed the basic premise. 
 
Erm, mate, do you know how exactly they, you know, plop it in the soil? Nik put air quotes 
around that last phrase and raised his voice an octave as he tried to mimic mine. I already 
regretted saying it like this. It was too late, it would be used against me in-jokes for weeks to 
come and there was nothing I could do about it. 
 
Look, I’ll be honest, I didn’t write the specifics down. But I wrote down the word he said. He 
fumbled in his pocket for his phone for a moment. Ah, yeah! Regenerative agriculture, he said. 
Obviously I’m not going to just magically be able to go out and save the soils now, we don’t 
even have a garden. But next week I might try asking at work about our suppliers at least. See if 
they’d be up for a bit of regeneration chat. 
 



Good for you man! Nik said as he started swaying his hips once more. 
 
Before he put his phone away I watched as Adam copied and pasted the word regeneration into 
the reminders app, and set it for 5 am. Before his commute. 
 
--- 
 
The first winter was the wettest, I remember that. As the chill of November crept in Nik kept our 
spirits bright with small words and smaller gestures. It’s wetter than previous years, he insisted 
as he made countless cups of tea whenever we were home, but it’s actually warmer. It could 
definitely be worse than this. Whenever I think of winter this is still the picture I see; Nik like a 
permanent fixture next to a red secondhand kettle, watching the steam slowly rise as the water 
boils. Shouting milk or sugar? Down the corridor to Nonki’s room, teetering on the border of ours 
as conversations rolled from Halloween to Bonfire Night to Christmas to New Year. A string of 
celebrations loosely held together by hot drinks, teaspoons heaped with sugar and occasional 
dollops of honey, followed by a complete absence of plans as we staggered into the next year 
with little money and no desire to go outside. 
 
But before this point excitement and cold coalesced in a way that bound winter and delight 
together. Where January to March was something to be endured, the end of Autumn felt flushed 
with anticipation. I put my catholic background to good use and made Christingles for the flat 
instead of a tree, which we neither had the money or the space to accommodate. I wrapped red 
ribbon around oranges studded with cloves, which I decided looked better than cocktail sticks 
and sweets. In essence this made them more like mutant decorations; a half-breed of 
Christianity and scented pomander, but I still pushed a small white candle into the top of each 
orange to represent the light of the world and muttered a few thank yous under my breath. It 
was a small prayer or something like it. 
 
Market Street, about fifteen minutes away on foot, opened late on Wednesday nights for its 
winter series. During the day this winding road was filled with stalls selling local flowers or 
sourdough bread with artisan coffee, while the pavements were lined with an array of colourful 
shop fronts for small boutiques, artist studios and spaces filled with houseplants and handmade 
ceramics that used the phrase lifestyle curation. At weekends it was constantly filled with 
people; crammed in together and shuffling between tables to examine tulips and vegan almond 
croissants. We avoided it at all costs. 
 
On the winter nights, however, the atmosphere was calmer. Cafes served homemade mince 
pies and gingerbread, warm lights were strung between lamp posts and wrapped around trees 
that lined the road. People drifted amiably wearing wool hats and wrapped in long scarves, and 
shops sold Christmas trees which could be replanted in farms from the surrounding countryside. 
All you had to do was return them in early January. 
 



Nik organised the trip, messaging the flat Whatsapp group again and again to line up calendars 
and find a Wednesday evening when everyone was free. We hadn’t been able to make bonfire 
night work, but a recurring event over several weeks made it complex, but ultimately possible, to 
be together at the same time. He shuffled us around like pawns on a chessboard until we 
aligned on one date and time, directly in the middle of November, and so we convened at our 
front door at 7 pm and walked together while he swung a tote bag filled with freshly cleaned 
reusable coffee cups, now ready for mulled wine. 
 
We arrived at one end of the road, passing a pub on the corner with bricks painted bottle green 
and a black sign adorned with a bright yellow goldfinch. This wash of colour marked the official 
start of Market Street, and metal crowd control barriers stretched across the tarmac to 
pedestrianise the whole area. As we walked the sounds of laughter and shouting grew louder, 
until we found a swelling crowd, slowly making its way along the cobbles like a nebulous 
creature. Adam hoisted me onto his back to see over people’s heads, and at the centre of this 
undulating procession was a handful of people wearing Santa hats and pushing an upright 
piano on wheels. They stopped halfway down the road, and as I climbed back down someone 
handed us a sheet of paper with the lyrics to Christmas carols printed in comic sans. 
 
ALRIGHT, IT’S CAROL TIME! 
 
I looked up from the paper to see a stocky man in a black shirt and white dog collar standing on 
the piano, bellowing through cupped hands to grab the crowd’s attention. He proceeded to half 
shout the words as he conducted the crowd with waving arms, and the pianist played a string of 
famous songs, starting with O Come All Ye Faithful. At first we joined in quietly, but as our 
confidence grew we found ourselves close to screaming as we danced to the familiar melodies. 
 
Did I not say this would be worth it? Nik shouted over the numerous conversations of the 
dispersing throng when it was over. You’re all welcome! 
 
We laughed as we continued along the road, occasionally stopping to look at handmade cards 
and trinkets for sale in shop windows until the bright colours trailed off and transformed into 
small, square terraced houses. We stumbled upon a ground floor flat, with a large bedroom at 
the front of the building, directly next to the door. A young couple sat at the end of the bed, the 
sash window pushed open, next to a large stainless steel insulation barrel with a small tap. 
Taped to the inside of the window was a paper sign with the words mulled cider: £3 a cup 
written in black sharpie. It was much cheaper than the cafes, and as the shouts of the carolling 
vicar restarted further down the street, it seemed obvious that they may as well make some 
money from the weekly disturbances. 
 
Nik gleefully handed over the cups he’d brought from home, relishing in the pride of having both 
planned a demonstrably great, yet cheap, night out and accurately anticipating how to prepare. 
Adam swung an arm around his shoulders and ruffled his hair as he passed the drinks around, 
the warm sweet smell of apples filling the air. You’re right mate, you did well. 



 
When December came I found thermals in a charity shop, layering them under turtlenecks and 
oversized jumpers. We started eating dinner with our legs under the duvet rather than on top of 
it. The moisture seeped in through every crack, we responded by covering each wall in 
anti-mould paint and showering with the window open. One day, early in the month, Adam and I 
walked through the city to see the lights. They changed the display that year and he said he’d 
never seen anything like it. Everywhere we looked was golden, obliterating the sky with a bright 
blanket that made us feel like the sun hadn’t left at all. I took his hand as I pulled him through 
the crowd, going the wrong way with the rain in our eyes until we found the angels. Filling the air 
with a floating procession, their wings stretched from one side of the road to the other. Their 
shining faces stretched up towards the inky clouds, and their bodies arched in great golden 
curves, arms outstretched, looking up beyond anything we could see. It felt like we could reach 
out and touch them. 
 
Adam asked how often I looked up. You know, just in general? 
 
Not enough, I answered. 
 
I try to, but it’s so easy to forget there are all these buildings and other things above eye level. 
 
The air was cold as he squeezed my hand and we stretched our heads backwards. Half 
laughing, half-blind from the icy raindrops, we took deep gulping gasps of the night air, 
breathing the gold into us. Like a meteor shower the lights fell down and we caught them in the 
wells of our elbows, dancing down our forearms and trickling into our open palms. They tangled 
in our eyelashes and mingled with the rain until we cried shimmering salty tears. We breathed 
the gold in and spat out the salty darkness that had been sitting in our mouths. 
 
They kept the display for years, only changing it when a new corporate sponsor stepped in and 
wanted to go in a different creative direction. I was there when they took them down, but Adam 
was already gone. It was late on a Sunday, the air was black and the frost from my breath came 
out looking like small ghosts, floating to the sky and leaving me behind. Everyone else was 
home, and I was walking slowly to the bus stop, back from the church I had slipped into ten 
minutes late and left five minutes before the service ended. The stone had been cold though the 
lights were warm, and the deaf man who always sat near the back hadn’t noticed my 
movements behind him. As I walked, convincing myself I hadn’t stayed longer because 
Mondays were just so busy even if you weren’t working, I saw the cranes. Epiphany was barely 
finished but they were everywhere. The night was so quiet, everyone else would wake up 
tomorrow with no idea what had happened, suddenly in a new city without hanging ribbons of 
golden light and angels with their faces pointing upwards. The workers dismantled them 
carefully, prying apart wings and unfastening fixtures as they pulled the strings down delicately. 
I wondered where they’d put the lights for the next eleven months. I also wondered if I was 
losing the last of him as they brought them down. 
 



--- 
 
Nik’s birthday arrived in the Spring and Adam arranged a surprise group outing. We piled into a 
train carriage on a warm Sunday, rolling south past tower blocks that transformed into detached 
houses, and finally low green hills, cobbled streets and old church buildings, and we exited onto 
a small open-air platform. Adam led us out of the small town and towards the entrance of an 
expansive lavender farm. It’s certified by the soil association! He said as he winked. 
 
We paid £2 to enter and watched as children rumbled by on the back of a large red tractor 
making its way along the perimeter of the farm, their arms outstretched to feel the air whipping 
past. At the entrance was a small shop selling loose bunches of lavender and any product 
lavender could be transformed into essential oils, eye masks, body lotions and perfumes 
abounded. Beyond the entrance the smell was overwhelming yet soothing and, no matter where 
you looked, blankets of gentle, swaying purple sprawled out to the horizon line. 
 
Bees and butterflies hovered intermittently in the air, and at one point we spotted a group of 
pheasants making their way through the lines of bushes in the distance. The acres of lavender 
transformed into a static ocean as we strolled along thin green pathways that weaved through 
them, and the ground seemed to blur before our eyes. In a small clearing, we found a steel 
caravan with rounded edges selling food and drinks. We ordered one slice of each cake (carrot, 
coffee, chocolate, lemon drizzle, rose and pistachio), sat down at a picnic table and divided 
them between us alongside multiple lavender lemonades and lavender ciders. We took 
alternating swigs of each, supplemented by the water bottles we’d brought with us when it got 
too sweet. 
 
I have to say, this was a good idea, Nik said as he took a cider bottle from me. I would never 
have guessed this is where you’d bring us. 
 
You know me, full of surprises mate. 
 
Hmm, well, it’s an organic farm. This is exactly the kind of place I’d expect Adam to bring us, 
Nonki interjected as she laughed. Look how he’s converted his whole workplace, he lives for 
this stuff. 
 
Look I’ll give you that, but I am not ashamed, Adam replied as he waved a finger pointedly in 
response. I’m in with the save the soils brigade now and I’m not going back; plus I spent ages 
helping them put together that regenerative supplier list and I got paid fuck all extra for it... I 
might suggest this lemonade when I go in tomorrow. 
 
He gestured wildly, sweeping his arms wide towards the purple all around us. Also, can we 
please appreciate this for a second? Is this not wholesome as fuck? 
 



Alright! I concede to the eco-warrior, Nonki said as she mimed a small bow in his direction. Do 
you have anything else you’d like to tell us about the polar bears while you have our attention? 
 
I’m so incredibly tempted to tell you about nitrogen levels in soil right now, Adam laughed. But I 
am going to resist, and instead, we are going to focus on the man of the hour. 
 
He turned his attention back to Nik, as I pulled a small box from my bag. 
 
Guys, you haven’t. 
 
Oh yes my friend, I replied, we have. 
 
I grinned and handed the box over, it was made of simple white card wrapped in brown twine. 
Inside was a pile of handwritten notes, Nik unfolded the first one and read, slightly mouthing the 
words as his eyes moved. 
 
Is this… have you made a treasure hunt? 
 
Hell yeah we have! We hid the treats when you had your parent-teacher evening last week. 
 
It had taken us the entire evening to implement this plan. We split the cost of luxury chocolates 
(direct trade and organic) that Adam picked up on his way home from work, and we worked our 
way through the rooms of the flat searching for hiding places. We used masking tape to hide 
chocolates behind photo frames and under tables, in holes in the floorboards, forced into gaps 
in light fixtures and dropped into the middle of a rolled-up yoga mat.  
 
Adam put his arm around my waist as Nik laughed with his head in his hands. 
 
See, I told you it was wholesome as fuck. 
 


